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ABSTRACT

An Improved Model for Trust-Aware Recommender Systems
Based on Multi-Faceted Trust

by

ZHU Peihu

Master of Philosophy

As customers enjoy the convenience of online shopping today, they face the problem
of selecting from hundreds of thousands of products. Recommender systems, which
make recommendations by matching products to customers based on the features of
the products and the purchasing history of customers, are increasingly being
incorporated into e-commerce websites. Collaborative filtering is a major approach to
design algorithms for these systems. Much research has been directed toward
enhancing the performance of recommender systems by considering various
psychological and behavioural factors affecting the behaviour of users, e.g. trust and
emotion.
While e-commerce firms are keen to exploit information on social trust available on
social networks to improve their services, conventional trust-aware collaborative
filtering does not consider the multi-facets of social trust. In this research, we assume
that a consumer tends to trust different people for recommendations on different types
of product. For example, a user trusts a certain reviewer on popular items but may not
place as much trust on the same reviewer on unpopular items. Furthermore, this thesis
postulates that if we, as online shoppers, choose to establish trust on an individual
while we ourselves are reviewing certain products, we value this individual’s opinions
on these products and we most likely will value his/her opinions on similar products in
future.
Based on the above assumptions, this thesis proposes a new collaborative filtering
algorithm for deriving multi-faceted trust based on trust establishment time.
Experimental results based on historical data from Epinions show that the new
algorithm can perform better in terms of accuracy when compared with conventional
algorithms.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Background
As the Internet and World Wide Web become ever more widely used, e-commence
has also quickly evolved to bring more convenience, abundance of information and
choice as well as sophisticated functionality. Meanwhile, the behaviour of online
shoppers has also evolved and becomes more complex. According to (Storey, 2007),
we can no longer characterize online shopping activities as simply searching or
browsing as Internet users are moving towards interacting, as well as creating and
sharing content. Zhou et al. (2012) point out that web users are no longer mere
consumers of information, but also producers of information.

Online shoppers often face the problem of selecting from hundreds or thousands of
products. A recommender system recommends products to customers based on the
features of the products and the purchase history of customers (Lawrence, Almasi,
Kotlyar, Viveros, & Duri, 2001). Most recommender systems are based on the
collaborative filtering approach to derive recommendations from user-generated data.

Collaborative filtering techniques have been widely used in Internet applications to
excavate useful information from user data. Various approaches and techniques have
been proposed (Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009) that can help improve the performance of
recommendation systems in producing quality and accurate recommendations, as well
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as addressing some common problems of these systems such as data sparsity,
scalability, synonymy and shilling attacks. Among the various approaches,
trust-aware collaborative filtering has received much attention from researchers.

1.2 Research Problem
Various trust-aware collaborative filtering techniques have been proposed and
studied, such as TidalTrust (J. Golbeck, 2006), MoleTrust (Massa & Avesani, 2007),
TrustWalker and SocialMF (Jamali & Ester, 2010). However, most previous work
treats trust relationships homogenously. But trust relationships in social networks are
inherently heterogeneous (Jamali & Ester, 2010; L. Tang & Liu, 2009). It is common
in the real world that a user treats his or her trustees differently in different domains.
For example, a user seeks opinions for movies from his or her friend A, but when the
user wants to get some information for computers, he or she turns to friend B for
recommendations. Peng and Chou (2009) implemented a collaborative filtering
algorithm for recommending blogs in various categories, taking into account different
trust ratings to a blogger in respective blog categories, and achieved an increase in the
recommendation accuracy. Tang, Gao, & Liu (2012) considered consumers’ trust to
product reviewers in different product categories as varied and found evidence in
support of increased recommendation accuracy through multi-faceted trust during an
analysis of rating data in a popular product reviews site.
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So far, there has been little work done in exploring the concept of multi-faceted trust
in trust-aware collaborative filtering using real-life data, especially in how
multi-faceted trust should be derived from available user data. Thus, the main
research problem of the thesis is on how to derive multi-faceted trust and incorporate
it into collaborative filtering to improve the accuracy of recommendations.

1.3 Research Objectives and Research Questions
The main objective of this research is to devise and test an improved collaborative
filtering technique based on a derivation of multi-faceted trust from trust
establishment time and item popularity.

Early trust-aware collaborative filtering techniques do not consider the multi-facets of
social trust; our assumption is that a consumer tends to trust different people on
recommendations for different types of product. For example, a user may believe a
certain reviewer on movies, but may not have as much trust on the same reviewer on
toys. Previous attempts of multi-faceted trust-aware collaborating filtering make use
of common/established product categorisation (e.g. books, toys, movies, etc.) when
assigning weights to trusted reviewers. The assumption here is that we tend to put
more weight on a trusted reviewer’s opinions in a particular product category if we
share very similar opinions with this reviewer in this category.

3

This thesis constructs multi-faceted trust-aware collaborating filtering based on a
novel approach that is complementary and orthogonal to the category-centric one.
This new approach differentiates items according to their popularity based on user
ratings. The opinions of a trusted reviewer are only given more weight for items of a
certain level of popularity. How to determine the level of popularity of items a
reviewer is trusted for is based on our next assumption explained below.

Another assumption of this thesis is that there is something special about the time at
which we establish our trust with a reviewer–if we choose to establish trust with a
certain reviewer while we ourselves are reviewing certain products, it is quite probably
because we value this reviewer’s opinions on these products and we most likely will
value this reviewer’s opinions on these and similar products in future. A reason for this
assumption is that while we are reviewing some products, we are probably actively
searching for information and reviews about the products and it is plausible that during
the search process, we come across some valuable reviews and, out of convenience,
we register our trust (e.g. 5-stars, Likes, etc.) on the responsible reviewers.

Based on the above assumptions, the multi-faceted trust-aware collaborating filtering
algorithm constructed in this thesis uses trust establishment time as the primary device
in determining the particular level of item popularity a reviewer is trusted for.

4

To validate the new multi-faceted trust-aware collaborating filtering approach based
on trust establishment time, an algorithm was designed and implemented in Java and
was applied to a well-known data set obtained from the Epinions product review site.
Work in this thesis included a series of experiments to answer following research
questions:

1)

How does the performance of the proposed method compare with conventional
methods? Does it improve the recommendation performance when compared
with other methods?

2)

How does item-similarity threshold affect the performance of the new algorithm?
What is the effect of raising or lowering the threshold on prediction
performance?

3)

A user with more trustees suggests that the user is more active. How well does
the proposed method perform as compared with conventional CF methods for
users of different trust degrees (i.e. number of established trust relationships per
user)?
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4)

Products in different categories have different characteristics. What is
performance of the new method in different product categories and how is it
compared with conventional user-based collaborative filtering method?

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a review of the
literature on the main topics of this thesis, i.e. recommender systems and collaborative
filtering, and develops the thesis’ assumptions. Chapter 3 presents the details of a new
multi-faceted trust-aware collaborative filtering algorithm based on the novel
approach of this thesis. The results and analysis of a set of experiments designed to
evaluate the new approach are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes with a
discussion on the limitations of the thesis as well as some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. E-commerce and Recommender Systems
Following the commercialisation of the Internet, e-commence has been growing
rapidly in many parts of the world. Definitions of e-commerce exist in different
contexts and, in this thesis, it is simply referred to as the process of selling and buying
products or services with electronic data transmission on the Internet (Ngai & Wat,
2002). Often-quoted advantages of e-commence for consumers include more choice,
greater flexibility, lower prices, faster transactions and more customizations
(Srinivasan, Anderson, & Ponnavolu, 2002). On the other hand, the availability of vast
amount of information available on the Internet can make the making of purchase
decisions more difficult for consumers. Hence, a major challenge for online retailers is
to help their customers find items that they want and offer them assistance in making
purchase decisions.

Recommender systems are intelligent applications that help users sift through much
information, and suggest items (products, services, information) that match their needs
and preferences (Mahmood & Ricci, 2009). A recommender system recommends
products to customers based on product features and the customer purchase history
(Lawrence et al., 2001). There are two simple ways: UAvg and IAvg. These two
approaches just average historical ratings of target users and target items respectively
to predict, which are employed as compared methods in the experiments. They treat
each user or each item with the same weight when predicting ratings. Recommender
7

systems have been adopted by major online retailers such as Amazon, eBay, Taobao,
etc. Much research has been conducted by both industry and academics on
recommender systems and their work often focuses on how to improve
recommendation performance and also how to process information more efficiently.

2.2. Collaborative Filtering Methods
Collaborative filtering (CF) methods have been widely used in Internet applications
to excavate useful information from big data (Sahoo, Singh, & Mukhopadhyay,
2010). In essence, collaborative filtering utilises a rating matrix of user IDs, item IDs
and corresponding ratings and an algorithm for predicting ratings of unrated items
for users based on their past ratings. In a survey of collaborative filtering methods
(Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009), collaborative filtering methods are divided into
memory-based, model-based and hybrid collaborative filtering techniques.

Memory-based collaborative filtering methods identify an individual’s preference
based on his/her rating history, identify the so-called neighbour users who share
similar preferences with the individual and then predict ratings of the user on new
items. Neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering is one of the most popular
memory-based collaborative filtering methods. It produces recommendations in the
following steps: 1) calculate the similarity weight between two users or items based
on ratings; 2) filter some users or items with low similarity weights to build the
neighbourhood; 3) make predictions by using a weighted average to aggregate
8

ratings of the neighbourhood (Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & Riedl, 2001); 4) sort the
predicted items based on the ratings and recommend items with high predicted
ratings or get a Top-N item list for users. In calculating similarity weight, the Pearson
Correlation method is most often used, which measures the distance between two
variables with a linear relationship (Resnick, Iacovou, Suchak, Bergstrom, & Riedl,
1994; Shardanand & Maes, 1995). This method considers rating behaviours of users
by taking average ratings of users into account. The similarity value is high only
when two users give ratings to an item in the same direction (both positive or both
negative). In addition, the Pearson Correlation method can calculate similarity
between two users even though their ratings are far apart. But the calculation is based
on both rated items, which makes the similarity value not very accurate when there
are fewer both rated items. Compared with the Euclidean distance method，the
Pearson Correlation is estimated to run slower and is less intuitive. Vector
cosine-based similarity is another method that can be used to calculate the distance
between two users (Salton & McGill, 1983). One of the most well-known methods is
user-based collaborative filtering, which is also employed in the experiment to
compare with the mew method. This approach is mainly based on similarity between
users calculated from ratings. Apart from the neighbourhood-based collaborative
filtering methods, there are some extensions to memory-based methods, e.g., the
default voting method, which assumes some values for the unrated items’ ratings to
improve the collaborative filtering performance. (Zhou, Xu, Li, Josang, & Cox, 2012)
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used the average ratings of a group of people who have similar interest as default
voting values to expand each user’s rating history. User-based collaborative filtering
is a representative method of memory-based collaborative filtering. It is one of the
earliest approaches applied in the real world with an advantage of good scaling of
co-rated items and explanations of results. This thesis focuses on memory-based
methods and develops a new algorithm to improve recommendation performance.

As memory-based collaborative filtering methods are based on the similarity values
between users or items to make predictions, if there are few common items for
calculating similarity values, the performance of memory-based collaborative
filtering becomes unreliable. Many researchers have designed and developed
methods that can identify user preferences based on compact statistical models to
generate recommendations. We call these methods model-based collaborative
filtering methods. These methods can learn and find patterns from training data and
then use these patterns to make predictions. Well-known model-based collaborative
filtering methods include Bayesian Belief Net CF Algorithms (Miyahara & Pazzani,
2002; Pearl, 2014), Clustering CF Algorithms (Han, Kamber, & Pei, 2011; Si & Jin,
2003; Ungar & Foster, 1998), Regression-Based CF Algorithms (Vucetic &
Obradovic, 2005) and Latent Semantic CF Models (Hofmann, 2001; Si & Jin, 2003).
Although model-based collaborative filtering methods need a lot of time and effort to
train, they can perform more quickly and accurately after training.
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Another type of collaborative filtering method is the hybrid CF method, which
combines CF with other recommendation methods. There are two main approaches.
The first one is to combine CF with content-based systems. Content-based
recommender systems produce recommendations based on textual information, such
as profiles about users’ tastes, preferences, and needs, documents, news messages,
web logs and item descriptions (Pazzani, 1999). The other approach is to combine
memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering methods. Probabilistic
memory-based collaborative filtering (Yu, Schwaighofer, Tresp, Xu, & Kriegel, 2004)
and personality diagnosis (Pennock, Horvitz, Lawrence, & Giles, 2000) are two
representatives of hybrid CF methods in this approach. In (Pennock et al., 2000; Yu
et al., 2004), the recommendation performance of these hybrid collaborative filtering
methods is found to be better than those of pure model-based and memory-based
collaborative filtering.

Data sparsity and cold start are two major problems for CF-based recommender
systems (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005; Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009). A major
assumption for collaborative filtering is that a person is more likely to adopt
recommendations made by other users who are similar in their rating histories.
However, for new users and new products in the system, their lack of rating data
present difficulties in generating recommendations for them, particularly for the
memory-based CF approach. Hybrid CF addresses these problems by incorporating
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non-rating information into the CF algorithm, supplementing and enhancing the
recommendation performance of recommender systems (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin,
2005; Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009).

2.3. Trust-aware Recommender Systems
One major approach to incorporate non-rating information into CF to solve the data
sparsity and cold start problems involves taking into account any trust relationships
among users. This is based on the assumption that opinions of trusted parties (e.g.
friends) have more effect on recommending items. In this thesis, it is postulated that
we value more the opinions of a reviewer whom we trust and recommendation
systems should put more weight on such a reviewer’s reviews and ratings. More and
more attention has been paid on the notion of online trust in the literature (J. Tang,
Gao, Liu, & Das Sarma, 2012). In (Singla & Richardson, 2008), it is shown that trust
is strongly and positively correlated with user similarity. In (Ziegler & Golbeck,
2007), empirical evidence is shown to support the hypothesis that dependencies
between trust and user similarity exist by analysing the data obtained from the
AllConsuming and the FilmTrust websites.

In collaborative filtering, trust can be classified into two types: implicit trust
(O'Donovan & Smyth, 2005) and explicit trust (J. A. Golbeck, 2005). Implicit trust
can be inferred from user behaviours such as ratings and tags whereas explicit trust is
directly specified by or derived from users. Explicit trust values can be computed by
12

transferring pre-existing social ties to the CF context. This thesis employs the
concept of explicit trust, which refers to one’s belief towards others in providing
accurate ratings relevant to the preferences of the target user (Guo, 2014). On the
other, there is some work focusing on the concept of distrust. For example, the work
(J. Tang, Hu, & Liu, 2014) indicates that distrust is not the negation of trust and it
can help conduct trust propagation. Another work (J. Tang, Hu, Chang, & Liu, 2014)
tries to predict distrust relationships because authors think that distrust is as
important as trust.

In trust-aware recommender systems based on memory-based CF (Chowdhury,
Thomo, & Wadge, 2009; J. A. Golbeck, 2005), the CF algorithms use not only user
similarity but also social trust information to build user neighbourhoods. This
involves merging the ratings of trusted neighbours and making predictions based on
trusted users and similar users respectively (Guo, Zhang, & Thalmann, 2012, 2014),
which also can be called as MergeTrust shown in the experiments. The use of trust
metrics can increase the coverage and decrease the errors when compared with
traditional CF-based recommender systems, as demonstrated in experiments based
on a large real-life dataset (Massa & Avesani, 2004). This effect is especially evident
for new users who have rated few items.

Trust-aware recommender systems based on model-based CF can also employ trust
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metrics to improve recommendation performance. Examples of this approach include
factorization methods as in TrustSVD (Guo, 2014) as well as clustering methods as
in (DuBois, Golbeck, Kleint, & Srinivasan, 2009) and (Pitsilis, Zhang, & Wang,
2011).

This thesis focuses on trust-aware recommender systems based on memory-based CF
with explicit trust information. As assumed in most previous work, trust in this thesis
is static. Some research has studied the evolution of trust because they believe that
trust will evolve as there are more interactions between users (J. Tang, Gao, Sarma,
Bi, & Liu, 2015).

2.4. Multi-Faceted Trust
The concept of trust has been known in the computer science community regarding
how we should share information with whom and what consideration to give to
information from people when aggregating or filtering data (J. Golbeck, 2009).
However, very few approaches for recommender systems have considered the
multi-facets of trust. In this research, we consider the multiple facets of trust from a
particular point of view as follows: as people usually have many interests and are
knowledgeable in different fields, it is logical that the trust we place on an individual
is multi-faceted. This idea can be illustrated by the following example.
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Figure 1. An example illustrating the multi-facets of trust
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(b) Trust in Popular Items (c) Trust Unpopular Items

Figure 1 illustrates the varying amounts of trust an individual would place on a
reviewer when considering different categories of ratings. The thickness of an arc in
the Figure represents to what extent a user trusts the others. The thicker the arc is,
more trust is put to an individual (numbered from 1 to 12 in the Figure). In Figure
1(a), we can find that users 5, 6 and 12 are most trusted by the user. But when we
focus on the ratings for popular products only in Figure 1(b), the user puts the most
trust on users 3, 5 and 9. The trust weights change again when considering unpopular
items only, as seen in Figure 1(c). A single trust value cannot clearly demonstrate the
trust relationship between two people. Hence, it is essential to derive the
multi-faceted trust of users to improve the recommendation performance, which is
the main issue of this thesis.

Peng and Chou (2009) incorporated the above concept of multi-faceted trust into
collaborative filtering. They maintained that different contexts and dimensions
should be taken into account when we operationalize trust. So multi-faceted trust is
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not a single aggregated value, but can be factorized into multiple values
corresponding different facets. Furthermore, the weighting of a trust relationship can
be “rated” by users themselves as assumed in (Peng and Chou, 2009), or derived
implicitly from other data (as done in this thesis).

Tang et al (Tang, Gao, & Liu, 2012) pointed out that it is necessary to discern the
multi-facets of trust as there are experts of different types. Their studies in product
reviews reveal that people can place different amounts of trust on the same person
when different product categories are being considered. Their work, however, was
based on a product categorisation that is pre-determined by the review sites. There is
also the issue that products in the same category do not necessarily share many
features from the consumer’s point of view.

2.5. Rating-Based Popularity
Among various factors considered in recommender algorithms, such as purchase
history, ratings, product characteristics and background information (Konstan et al.,
1997; Melville, Mooney, & Nagarajan, 2002; Pazzani, 1999), popularity-related
factors have received relatively little attention. According to the work of (Ahn, 2006),
perceptions of consumers for a product can be seen as an indicator of popularity,
which can be reflected by users’ ratings in online shopping sites. Item similarity (i.e.
adjusted Pearson correlation), which measures linear correlation between two items
based on ratings to reflect two items’ content similarity (Li, Lu, & Xuefeng, 2005),
16

actually also indicates similarity of overall users’ preference between two items. In a
sense, item similarity is to figure out relationships between items based on popularity
among users. If the similarity weight between items 1 and 2 is 1, that means these
two items are popular or liked at exactly the same level by all users.

Popularity should be given more attentions for three reasons. First, popularity is an
important product characteristic because products are normally designed to appeal to
different people. For example, more popular products indicate that most of
consumers like them and can afford them. Some products are less popular perhaps
because they are designed to satisfy people of a certain type only. Secondly, people
act in different ways in the process of information seeking and decision making. For
example, people may spend less time searching information for popular products
because popularity could mean high quality or good consumer satisfaction. A work
of (Evans & Berman, 1995) shows that product popularity has different effects on
consumer behaviour.

Moreover, in the process of calculating ratings similarity, popularity plays a more
important role (Ahn, 2008). For example, both user A and B rated item 1 and 2. The
average values of ratings for user A and B are 4. If user A and B respectively rated
item 1 with 4, we cannot get much information about user similarity. But if ratings
for item 2 of user A and B are 5, this indicated that both of them like the item 2,
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which can show similar preference between them.

Different from works in (Peng & Chou, 2009; J. Tang, Gao, & Liu, 2012), we study
the concept of multi-faceted trust based on product popularity. We calculate different
trust values that the target user gives to the same person in different popularity level
of products generated based on item similarity.

2.6. Assumptions Development
Social networking and social media have been amongst the most popular and
important applications on the Internet. According to (Ellison, 2007), these
applications have three functions: 1) build a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system; 2) build connections with a list of other users who they have or
share common interests; 3) view and traverse their or others’ list of connections in
the system. Furthermore, these applications also provide a tool for individuals to
gather their offline friends, communicate and share their lives with them
(Haythornthwaite, 2005). Social relations provides extra information that can be used
to improve the recommendation performance (J. Tang, Hu, Gao, & Liu, 2013). As
argued in the work (J. Tang & Liu, 2015), trust in social media can increase
information credibility and mitigate information overload. That is because we can
obtain reliable information from trustees and also share interesting or useful
information with them. Some research, e.g. (Ziegler & Golbeck, 2007), has found
that trust relationships in online social networks correlate strongly with interest
18

similarity among users.

Social endorsement can be seen as a source of trust, which is helpful and essential to
effective communication (Bearden, Netemeyer, & Teel, 1989; Hovland & Weiss,
1951). Social endorsement information always makes the exposed information more
credible and more attractive than marketer-sponsored messages (Brown & Reingen,
1987; Howard & Kerin, 2004; Verlegh, Verkerk, Tuk, & Smidts, 2004). Trust
relationships help online users get reliable information by providing a trustworthy
source of information (J. Tang, Gao, Hu, & Liu, 2013). Besides, friends often have
similar interests and hence the information provided or recommended by friends can
be more relevant (Zeng, Huang, & Dou, 2009).

According to (Assael, 1984),

different types and sources of information (see Figure 3) have different effects in
different stages of consumer decision process. During the early stages of decision
making, marketer-controlled information is more important. But the opinions from
friends or associates become more important closer to the final decision because such
social endorsement information is thought to be more trustworthy (Robertson, 1971).

Figure 2. Information acquisition and decision process
Decision
Final Stage

Early Stage

Marketer-Controlled Information
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Opinions from Friends

Figure 3. Sources of consumer information
PERSONAL
Salespeople
MARKETERTelemarketing(telephone
CONTRALLED
information lines)
Trade Shows
Word of Mouth from Friends
NON-MARKETER- and Family
CONTRALLED
Professional Advice
Experience
from
Consumption

IMPERSONAL
Advertising
In-Store Display
Sales Promotions
Packaging
Editorial and News
Material
Neutral Source

With reference to the above-mentioned research, the collaborative filtering method
proposed in this thesis is based on the following assumptions on the role of social
endorsement in trust-aware recommender systems:
Given any two users A and B:
Multi-faceted trust - The endorsement of B by A embodies A’s trust on B only
regarding products of a certain kind, say, P.
Trust establishment time –The product(s) being considered by A around the time of
endorsing B are highly indicative of P.

These two assumptions underpin the collaborative filtering method of this thesis as
presented in detail in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3. Modelling Multi-Faceted Trust Based on Trust Establishment Time
This chapter presents a novel collaborative filtering method based on multi-faceted
trust relationships. The central assumption is that we allocate more trust to an
individual on certain product recommendations if we happen to be considering those
products at the time of establishing our trust to that individual. This assumption is in
turn built on the consumer behaviour assumption that as a consumer spends time on
searching for information related to a certain product or service prior to making a
purchase decision, the opinions of a reviewer with whom the consumer happens to
establish a trust relationship during the search time period have conceivably more
impact on the consumer. It follows that the prediction of the consumer’s (presumed)
rating on a particular product/service can give more weight to the trusted reviewer’s
ratings on similar products.

With the above assumption, questions remain as how we identify the products of
interest of a user at/around the time of trust establishment. Here, we further assume
that any product(s) rated by the user himself/herself near the time of trust
establishment become(s) the reference point(s) for similar products on which the
particular trusted reviewer will have more influence. One way to identify such a
product is simply to pick the product in the chronologically nearest rating by the user
as the reference point. If we allow for multiple reference points, we need a criterion on
how many chronologically adjacent ratings are to be included. To this end, the method
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in this thesis adopts the following criterion based on similarity of chronologically
adjacent ratings by the same user: if a rating is already included as a reference point,
the chronologically nearest rating is also included if and only if the item similarity
between the products in the two ratings is above a chosen threshold. Note that this
criterion is applied recursively in both forward and backward chronological directions.

Putting it another way, our method uses item similarity to sequentially divide the
timeline of a user’s ratings into segments. If a trust relationship is established within
a particular segment, more weight will be given to the trustee’s ratings on products
similar to those rated by the user in that particular segment.

In summary, our method involves the following three major tasks:
1) Building sequential item segments for each user based on item similarity;
2) Deriving the multi-faceted trust of each user by matching trust establishment
time and periods of segments;
3) Predicting the rating for an item of the user based on the ratings provided by
trusted users.
The following sections provide details of our method.

3.1. Deriving Multi-Faceted Trust
The derivation of multi-faceted trust in this thesis can be summarized in the following
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steps:
1.

The first step is to employ an item similarity algorithm to calculate similarity
values between all items in a user’s rating history. The Pearson Correlation
Coefficient (PCC) is used.

2.

Based on the distribution of similarity values, a threshold is set for determining
whether two items are similar. For example, if most of similarity values are high,
then a higher threshold, such as 0.8 or 0.9, would be necessary.

3.

The next step is to group users’ ratings by time and similarity. Any two
consecutive item ratings in the same user’s rating history are put into the same
segment if their similarity is above the set threshold. In this way, the rating
history of a user can be divided into a number of segments.

4.

The first segment of a user’s rating history begins from the time of the user’s
registration with Epinions. Consecutive ratings with similarity values above the
threshold are grouped into segment with each segment (except the first one)
beginning just after the posting time of the last rating in the preceding segment.

5.

Based on the time of trust establishment, trustees of a user can be assigned to
different segments by matching the times with periods of segments.

6.

The last step is to determine the trust weight for each trustee. It is equal to the
average of item similarity weight between target item and items in the same
segment.
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Table 1. Historical item ratings and trustees of a hypothetical user (consumer)

Rating
Item
1
2
3
4
5

Target User: U (Registered on 1/1/2001)
Time
Item Similarity
Trustee
(users)
2001/1/9
2001/2/2
2001/3/1
2001/4/23
2001/4/29

/
0.67
0.82
0.44
0.90

A
B
C
D
E

Trust
Establish.
Time
2001/1/7
2001/2/12
2001/3/27
2001/4/8
2001/4/25

Figure 4. Timelines of ratings and trust

A1

rating
2
B

Trust
3

Registered Time
C
D

4E 5

12/30/20001/19/2001 2/8/2001 2/28/20013/20/2001 4/9/2001 4/29/2001

We use an example to further explain how we derive multi-faceted trust. Table 1 shows
some historical item ratings with their posting times contributed by a user. Item
similarity (itemsim) as defined in Equation (1) below is calculated for chronologically
adjacent items. For example, the value 0.67 indicates that the similarity between items
1 and 2 is 0.67, and 0.82 is the similarity between items 2 and 3. Table 1 also provides
the information about trust establishment, e.g.. the trust relationship with trustee A was
established on 1 Jan 2001.

Figure 4 shows the ratings and trust establishment times on the timeline. According to
the item similarity, we set 0.5 as threshold, which means that when two adjacent items’
similarity value is above 0.5, the two items are put in the same segment. According to
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the similarity values, the items 1, 2 and 3 are in the same segment. So we can divide
the user’s purchasing history into two segments: (1) the first one is from when the user
registered on 1 Jan, 2001, in which the user rated three items; (2) the second one is
from 1 Mar, 2001 to 29 Apr, 2001, in which the user rated two items. Trustees A and B
are assigned into the first segment and they own higher weight when recommending
items that are similar to items in the first segment than the others do.

We employ the Pearson method to calculate item similarity and use the average of all
item similarity values between items that are in the same segment and the target item
as the trust weight for all trustees in the segment. The detailed process of calculating
the trust weight is shown in the equations below. Here, 𝐼 " is a set of items that belong
to the same segment, and j represents target item. U is a set of users that used in the
predictions, and 𝑅%,' and R % respectively represent the rating of user u on item i and
the average rating of user u. Trust value T is equal to the average of similarity values
between target item j and items that belong to the same segment.

7

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑖, 𝑗 =
7

𝑇=

𝑅3,4 − 𝑅3 𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3

𝑅3,4 − 𝑅3

8

< ′ 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝐼"
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7

𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3

(1)
8

(2)

3.2. Multi-Faceted Trust-aware Collaborative Filtering
The multi-faceted trust is derived based on the social relationships between users.
However, it is possible that a user trusts another user not for their similar preference
but for some other reasons. Under these circumstances, the proposed method may not
perform well. Thus, it is necessary to add another metric to measure users’ relationship.
In (Ziegler & Lausen, 2004), the paper shows that user similarity is an effective
indicator for trust relationship. In their experiment, users and trusted users always
have high rating similarity. So we adopt user similarity in the method. Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is a popular method to compute the similarity between
users.

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎, 𝑏 =

< (𝑅A,4
< (𝑅A,4

− 𝑅A )(𝑅B,4 − 𝑅B )

− 𝑅A )8

< (𝑅B,4

− 𝑅B )8

(3)

On the other hand, even though trustees belong to the same segment, they have
different effects on the user because the user similarity can also indicate consumers’
preferences. Considering this, we combine these two factors in the following
equations:
𝑊A,B =

2 ∗ (1 + 𝑇) ∗ (1 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎, 𝑏 )
,
T exists
2 + 𝑇 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏)
1 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏),
otherwise
U = u Usersim(U,%) > θ, ∀ u ϵ U: u[ exsits
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(4)

(5)

𝑅A,6 = 𝑅A +

7

𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3 ∗ 𝑊A,3
7

𝑊A,3

(6)

In the above equations, 𝑊A,B represents the weight of user b when we use his or her
rating to recommend items for user a. Given a target item j, U is the set of users,
whose similarity weight is above the threshold θ, with ratings on 𝑗. In order to make
the algorithm predict more ratings, we adopt the user similarity as weight when we
cannot obtain trust values (Equation (4)). Note that only when both trust levels and
user similarity are high, can the value 𝑊A,B be high, which means that users who have
larger similarity weight and are trusted more by the user will have higher impact on the
predicted rating. For example, given a target user A and a target item I, the task is to
predict user A’s rating for item I. Then we need to figure out whether user A has any
trust relationships with establishment time or not. If such trust relationships exist, we
combine trust weight with user similarity value to obtain the final weight 𝑊A,B .;
otherwise, only the user similarity value determines 𝑊A,B .

In Equation (4), as the range of user similarity and trust value is from -1 to 1, the
combined weight can be misled by the original formal of weight average method. For
example, if trust weight is -0.8 and user similarity is 0.2, then the combined weight is
0.53, which is unreasonable. Thus, we change the range by adding 1 to the similarity
weight and trust weight. Equation (5) is commonly used in recommender systems to
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aggregate ratings of similar users (Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009). This approach
considers the rating behaviour of target user and the preferences of similar users.

3.3. Algorithm
The pseudo-code of the proposed method is shown in Algorithm. First, users’ ratings
and trust relationships are taken as input. At the same time, we input the set threshold
of user similarity and item similarity. Before running the main algorithm, we
calculate the item similarity between all items. For each user who has the rating of
target item 𝑖, we need to compute the weight for them when predicting rating. The first
job is to calculate the user similarity between the target user and the other user (line 3).
Then we try to derive the multi-faceted trust value of the user if the target user has a
trust relationship with the user. So we sort ratings, divide item segments, assign the
user in the segment and derive the trust value (line 5 -14). If the trust establishment
occurs after all ratings, we return the user similarity for the weight (15-16). According
to Equation (4), we combine trust value and user similarity or just use user similarity
as the final weight of the user (17-19). Last, we build neighbourhood based on the final
weight and user similarity threshold, and aggregate ratings for predictions (20-21).
Regarding the complexity of the algorithm, the most complexed part is the foreach
loop from line 2 to line 19. In each iteration, the main task is to generate item segments
based on ratings. As we divide item segments by comparing similarity weight of two
adjacent items with the threshold, the worst condition is to run n -1 times to get the
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trust values (n is the number of the target user’s ratings). Thus, for time complexity,
we can finish one iteration in 𝑂(𝑛 − 1), and the overall time complexity is 𝑂(𝑚 𝑛 −
1 ). As users always have few ratings, the complexity is determined by the number of
target users. For example, in the experiment dataset, there are 6881 users and the
average number of ratings for each user is 26. As shown above, the worst condition of
time complexity is 𝑂(6881 ∗ 25). However, when we apply the new algorithm, we
may not need to run n-1 times to obtain the trust values. In fact, the average number
of running the algorithm to get trust value for a trustee is nearly 15 times in our
experiments. The worst condition of the time complexity rarely happens. Compared
with the traditional collaborative filtering, the new method contains one more step to
derive multi-faceted trust value, which leads to more complexed calculation.
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Algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: ratings 𝑅, trust relationships 𝑇, user similarity threshold 𝑡a and item
similarity threshold 𝑡8
Output: predicted ratings of user 𝑢 on item 𝑖, i.e, 𝑟3,4
compute item similarity 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚 between all items by Equation (1);
foreach other user do
compute user similarity 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚 between the target user 𝑢 and the user
by Equation (3);
if 𝑇 exists, then
sort the ratings of user 𝑢 based on rating time;
compare the item similarity between two adjacent items with item
similarity threshold;
if 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚 > 𝑡8 then
𝑠𝑢𝑚 ← 𝑠𝑢𝑚 + 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚;
𝑛𝑢𝑚 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑚 + 1;
else
compare the time of trust establishment with segment period;
if 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 is in the segment period then
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ← 𝑠𝑢𝑚 / 𝑛𝑢𝑚;

return 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒;
15
else
16
return 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚;
17
compute the combine weight 𝑤 by Equation (4);
18
else
19
compute the combine 𝑤 by Equation (4);
20 if 𝑤 > 𝑡a then
21
compute predicted ratings by Equation (5);
14
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Chapter 4. Experimental Studies
4.1. Experiment Design
Various collaborative filtering algorithms have been improved in recent years. When
evaluating these algorithms, there are some key aspects we need to consider: the task
of the algorithm, the types of datasets used and the ways used to evaluate (Herlocker,
Konstan, Terveen, & Riedl, 2004). Besides, the goal of the algorithm often
determines the types of datasets used in the evaluation as well as the evaluation
methods.

The main task of recommender systems is to help users find useful or relevant items.
In the past, collaborative filtering has been used to filter out spam email or “worst”
content, as done by Tapestry (Goldberg, Nichols, Oki, & Terry, 1992). In recent
years, collaborative filtering has been widely applied to recommend goods by
predicting users’ preferences on their purchases. We recommend items to users based
on their preferences as reflected by their predicted ratings. Hence, historical ratings
provided by users are often used in experiments for measuring prediction accuracy.

Offline analysis is one of the most popular methods, which is usually used to
evaluate algorithms on the accuracy aspect. It is efficient to implement and different
algorithms can run in parallel on the same dataset for comparative purposes. When
rating time is available, we can first derive the later ratings of certain items based
some prior/earlier ratings, and then measure the prediction accuracy by comparing
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the derived ratings with the actual ratings. We follow the approach of (Ma, Zhou,
Lyu, & King, 2011) in our research here: the available data set is split into two
subsets: one contains 80% of the data and is used as training data; the other one
contains the remaining 20% of data and is used test data. The splitting is based on the
chronological order of ratings on a per-user basis.

Predictive accuracy metrics are used to measure how close the predicted ratings are
to the actual ratings (Herlocker et al., 2004). There are two commonly used accuracy
metrics: MAE and RMSE. MAE (mean absolute error) computes the average
absolute deviation between predicted ratings and actual ratings. It has been used in
several studies (Massa & Avesani, 2007; J. Tang, Gao, & Liu, 2012). RMSE (root
mean absolute error) emphasizes the magnitude of error between predicted ratings
and actual ratings by squaring the error before summing, which is employed in
(Koren, 2010; Ma, King, & Lyu, 2009). That is to say, one point of error between
predicted ratings and actual ratings increases one in the sum of error, but two points
of error increase four in the sum of error. Besides accuracy metrics, rating coverage
(RC) measures the percentage of ratings that a recommender system can predict.
Low rating coverage indicates that the algorithm may be not useful to users because
it provides limited information for decision making. Many works have studied and
employed this metric, such as the work in (Guo, 2014; Massa & Avesani, 2007,
2009). When comparing different recommendation algorithms for accuracy
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performance, RC provides an indicator in addition to the error-based metrics (ie.
MAE, RMSE). In this thesis, RC is also measured in Experiment 1 for comparative
purposes.

In memory-based collaborative filtering methods, one of the key steps is to build a
reliable user neighbourhood. As we cannot know a priori the specific size of
neighbourhood leading to the best recommendation performance, the common way is
to compare results of different neighbourhood sizes by changing the threshold of
weight, which is adopted in many works (Guo et al., 2012). In this thesis, all
experiments were designed with a range of neighbourhood threshold values between
-1 and 1.

Yang et al. (2013) compared the performance of their trust-aware recommendation
algorithm (TrustMF) with social CF methods and found that their algorithm performs
well even with sparse trust data, or low trust-degree user groups. Guo (2014) also
studied the impact of trust degree on the performance of their recommendation
algorithm (TrustSVD). In this thesis, Experiment 3 was designed to study the
performance of the proposed recommendation algorithm of this thesis, taking into
consideration variation in trust degree among different user groups.
4.2. Data Description
Epinions is a popular product review site, where people can write reviews for various
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products as well as read and rate others’ reviews. Moreover, each user can create trust
relationships with other users, forming a so-called “circle of trust”. It is up to the users
to select their trustees; one assumption is that a user selects a trustee for his/her
consistently useful and interesting reviews, which is similar with the concept of trust
in this thesis.

Epinions has been the most widely used common dataset in social collaborative
filtering researches. This dataset was crawled by Tang and his partners from Epinions
in the month of May 2011 (http://www.jiliang.xyz/trust.html). As our method must
need the information of trust establishment, according to our knowledge, this dataset
is the only one available public dataset.

Table 2. Statistics of ratings
Rating
Proportion
Std. Err.
1
.0754511
.0002347
2
.073745
.0002323
3
.1187793
.0002875
4
.2977807
.0004064
5
.4342439
.0004405
The dataset contains 1266012 records, 129131 users and 341572 products. For each
user, the dataset provides information about profiles, trust networks, and product
rating entries. For each product rating entry, we know about the rating time, product
name, categories of a product and its rating. The overall average rating value is 3.94.
As for trust relationships, there are totally 582613 records of which 336228 records
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show no time of trust establishment. These records cover 75158 trusters and 61240
trustees. One user "nancy35c" has 1824 trust relationships and many users only have
one trust relationship. For the rating dataset, we split it into two parts based on rating
time: 80% is used as training data; the rest is used as test data. For the trust dataset,
we can get trust relationships for each user and derive multi-faceted trust based on
the time of trust establishment.

Data sparsity is often a problem for recommender systems (Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009).
The Epinions dataset also has this problem—there are approximately 300,000 items
but only about 1,260,000 ratings. A large number of products were rated less than
twice. Following the lead of previous researchers, the data set has to be processed and
filtered so that only those users who have rated at least a certain number of items and
only those items that have been rated at least a certain number of times are used in our
experiments. Furthermore, additional filtering is required and stated clearly for
individual experiments as discussed below.

4.3. Experimental Setting
Each algorithm is trained on data before a certain time point t. The trained algorithm is
then used to predict the ratings that each user will rate in period t+1. The data set is
split into two subsets: one contains 80% of data as training data set; the other one
contains the left 20% of data as test data set. Since we use rating time and trust
establishment time in our method, the split method is based on time. 80% ratings that
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are earlier in the rating history of each user are used as training data; the remaining
20% are used as test data. We use user similarity threshold to select neighbour users
who have similar interest with the target user; the threshold values are from -1 to 0.9
that increases 0.1 at each time. The ratings of neighbour users are aggregated to predict
ratings by the Equation (5) (Desrosiers & Karypis, 2011).

In our experiment, we compare our method with the following approaches:
l

UAvg and IAvg are baselines. UAvg predicts ratings by the average of the user’s
historical ratings and IAvg predicts ratings by the average of ratings of target item.
The UAvg method is shown in Equation 7, and 𝐼 is a set of items that the user
𝑢 rated. The IAvg method is shown in Equation 8, and 𝑈 is a set of users who
have the rating of the target item 𝑗.

𝑅3,6 =

𝑅3,6 =

l

< 𝑟3,4

(7)

𝐼

7 𝑟3,6

𝑈

(8)

CF is a traditional user-based collaborative filtering. It calculates user similarity
by PCC that is shown in Equation 9, selects out user neighbours and makes
predictions based on the ratings of neighbour users that is shown in Equation 10
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and explained in details in Section 3.2 .

4∈<h,i (𝑅3,4

𝑠3,f =

4∈<h,i (𝑅3,4

− 𝑅3 )8

𝑅3,6 = 𝑅3 +

l

− 𝑅3 )(𝑅f,4 − 𝑅f )

7

4∈<h,i (𝑅f,4

− 𝑅f )8

𝑅f,6 − 𝑅f ∗ 𝑠3,f
7

𝑠3,f

(9)

(10)

MergeTrust is a collaborative filtering method that merges the ratings of trusted
neighbours and predicts ratings based on nearest neighbours and trusted
neighbours respectively (Guo et al., 2012). The Equation 11 averages the ratings
of trusted users 𝑇𝑁3 to expand the target user’s ratings 𝑟3,4 , and here 𝑡3,f is
the trust weight. The process of calculating similarity weight is as the same as
shown in Equation 9. Given a neighbourhood threshold 𝜃, we can select out
nearest users for the target user. In Equation 13, the MergeTrust method
aggregates ratings of trusted users and similar users respectively.
𝑟3,4 =

f∈lmh 𝑡3,f 𝑟f,4
f∈lmh 𝑡3,f

𝑁𝑁3 = 𝑣 𝑠3,f > 𝜃, ∀ 𝑣 𝜖 𝑈: 𝑟f,6 𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑟3,6 =

7∈mmh 𝑠3,f 𝑟f,6

+
7∈mmh 𝑠3,f +
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f∈lmh 𝑡3,f 𝑟f,6
f∈lmh 𝑡3,f

(11)

(6)

(13)

We employ mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) to
measure the accuracy performance (Breese, Heckerman, & Kadie, 1998). r𝑢,𝑖
represents predicted rating of user u for item i, and 𝑟3,4 represents the actual rating of
user u for item i. And we use rating coverage (RC) to test the coverage performance.
Here, RC represents what percentage of ratings the method can predict. All equations
of metrics are shown below. Here, M represents the number of ratings that can be
predicted, and N represents the number of all test ratings.

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

𝑟3,4 − 𝑟3,4
𝐼

4∈<

𝑟3,4 − 𝑟3,4
𝐼

4∈<

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

𝑅𝐶 =

(14)

8

(15)

𝑀
𝑁

(16)

4.4. Experiment 1: The Performance of Multi-Faceted Trust Method
Data preparation
The first experiment was designed to compare the prediction performance of our new
method with the other methods. The main job of our algorithm is using trust
establishment time to derive different facets of trust for trustees. So the only data with
trust establishment time is used in the experiment. The first step is to remove trust
relationship

records

that

have

no

establishment
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time.

In

addition,

the

recommendations in our algorithm are generated mostly by trustees. If a certain
customer does not have enough trustees, the recommendation for him or her may not
be useful or accurate. To solve the problem and measure the algorithm in a better way,
we kept trusters who have at least 10 trustees. After that, we obtained 3620 trusters and
15250 trustees in the trust-network data. The next is to match these users with records
in the rating data. With similar consideration, we kept items that are purchased at least
10 times. Finally, we got a rating data that contains 12587 users and 8541 items. We
respectively ran all methods based on the same dataset.
Results
The results of different neighbourhood filtering threshold values of each method are
shown in the Table 3. In addition, we show results of our method from -1 to 0.9 with
0.1 increases at each time in Figure 5.

Table 3. Performance comparison across different neighbourhood filtering
thresholds
Neighborhood
Threshold
IAvg
UAvg
MAE
CF
MergeTrust
Our method
IAvg
UAvg
RC
CF
MergeTrust
Our method

-0.9
0.8101
0.9003
0.8826
1.0355
0.8164
0.9668
0.8853
0.8853
0.9008
0.8328

-0.5
0.8101
0.9003
0.8825
0.8819
0.8174
0.9668
0.8853
0.8853
0.8993
0.8310
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0
0.8101
0.9003
0.8826
0.8262
0.8247
0.9668
0.8853
0.8853
0.8972
0.8247

0.5
0.8101
0.9003
0.8830
0.8316
0.8532
0.9668
0.8853
0.8853
0.8913
0.8042

0.9
0.8101
0.9003
0.8835
0.8424
0.8903
0.9668
0.8853
0.8853
0.8756
0.7406

Figure 5. Results of the new method based on filtering threshold values
0.9

MAE

0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.82
Filtering Threshold

0.81

-1 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

From Table 3, we can see that except the IAvg method, the proposed method has
higher prediction accuracy than the other methods when the threshold is below 0. That
means the proposed method performs better with larger neighbourhood sizes. We note
that the performance of IAvg method is best, which shows that trust-aware methods
cannot always beat baseline methods (Guo, 2014). Guo employed two baseline
approaches to compare with other trust-aware algorithms. The results show that the
IAvg and UAvg approach can perform better in some conditions, which is similar
with our result. That is because we cannot fully explore the trust relationships
between users. On the other hand, in deriving a recommendation to a user, the ratings
of a trustee contribute to the recommendation only if the trustee is included in the
user’s neighbourhood. As the threshold increases, more and more trustees are removed
from the user’s neighbour, lessening the advantage of the proposed method against the
conventional methods. Figure 5 demonstrates the impact of threshold increase on the
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accuracy performance of the proposed method, which is different form our expected
result. As we expected, the accuracy should increase when the user similarity becomes
bigger. The work in (Guo et al., 2012) argues that the overestimation of the PCC leads
to the phenomenon. The similarity value tends to be high if there are few both rated
items during the process of calculating user similarity, which makes many unreliable
users still remain in the neighbourhood even when the user similarity threshold is big.
Also note that the high accuracy performance of the IAvg method can be generally
understood as the result of having mostly similar ratings in the dataset.

The coverage (RC) of the proposed method is at an acceptable range between 74-83%,
though somewhat lower than those of the other methods. The coverage of ratings (RC)
using CF, Merge Trust and our method are all lower than both the IAvg and UAvg
methods. This is because these three methods involve neighbourhood filtering that
leaves out many user ratings.

4.5. Experiment 2: The Effect of the Item-similarity Threshold
In our algorithm, we sequentially divide items into different segments based on the
item similarity threshold. If the adjacent items’ similarity value is above the given
threshold, then these two items are put into the same segment. Since the item similarity
threshold affects the establishment of segments, which is fundamental for the
algorithm, how the threshold affects the performance of our method is an important
question. On the other hand, we also want to know whether the number of reference
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points affects the recommendation performance. The second experiment is designed
to answer these questions.
Data preparation
The main idea of our algorithm is using trust establishment time to derive different
facets of trust for trustees. So only data with trust establishment time is used in the
experiment. The first step is to remove trust relationship records that have no
establishment time. In addition, the recommendations in our algorithm are generated
mostly by trustees. If a certain customer does not have enough trustees, the
recommendation for him or her may not be useful or accurate. To solve the problem
and measure the algorithm in a better way, we kept trusters who have at least 10
trustees. After that, we obtained 3620 trusters and 15250 trustees in the trust-network
data. The next is to match these users with records in the rating data. With similar
consideration, we kept items that are purchased at least 10 times. Finally, we got a
rating data that contains 12587 users and 8541 items. We used item similarity
threshold values from 0 to 1 to observe the performance of our algorithm.
Results
Figures 6 and 7 show the MAE and RMSE results, respectively, of our method based
on different segmentation thresholds. We can find that changes in the item similarity
threshold do not seem to affect performance. That is to say, number of reference
points does not have a significant effect on the recommendation performance. When
the threshold value increases, the length of each segment should tend to become
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shorter with fewer items and the total number of segments increases. There should be a
trade-off between item similarity threshold and recommendation accuracy, but the
results were different from our expectation.

For further analysis, we break down the test ratings into those derived only from user
similarity and those derived from both user similarity and trust weight (see Equation
4 above), we find that there are nearly 70% of the test ratings derived only from user
similarity. Figures 8 and 9 show the MAE and RMSE results of the proposed method
based on test ratings derived from both user similarity and trust weight.

In Figures 8 and 9, we can find that performance varies when we can change the
item-similarity threshold values, especially when neighbourhood filtering threshold
value is above 0.5, which is suggested in (Breese et al., 1998) that high correlates can
play more effect on prediction than that of lower correlations. Here, the threshold of
neighbourhood, which measures the correlations between users, filters out some
users with greater threshold values, for example 0.5. Thus, we can see that the item
similarity threshold affects the performance more on very similar users. That is
because only ratings of the most similar users are more useful and valuable for
predications, which is argued in the work (Shardanand & Maes, 1995). When
item-similarity threshold is below 0.3, performance of our method is more easily
affected by item-similarity threshold values. Since number of items in a certain
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segment is determined by the item-similarity threshold value, smaller item-similarity
threshold values lead to bigger segments that have more items. If the neighbourhood
threshold value is big at the same time, then many ratings of trustees with low trust
weight can be used in the method. That is why big difference tends to happen when
there are small item-similarity values and big neighbourhood threshold values.

For example, when the item-similarity value is 0, items in the generated segments
actually are not very similar. In this situation, trust values of trustees are more likely
to vary because they are aggregated by similarity weight between the target item and
items that are not very similar even in the same segment. At the same time, big
neighbourhood threshold value will filter out trustees with small trust values.
However, if the item-similarity value is 0.7 or above, then the trust values and
prediction results are less likely to be affected.
Figure 6. MAE of different threshold values
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Figure 7. RMSE of different threshold values
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Figure 8. MAE results based on both user similarity weight and trust weight
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Figure 9. RMSE results based on both user similarity weight and trust weight
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4.6. Experiment 3: Performance on Different Trust Degrees
Algorithms for recommender systems may perform better in certain conditions. If we
can know when our algorithm performs better, it is more useful when we apply our
algorithm in real world. In this experiment, we analyse how the new recommendation
method performs for users of different trust degrees (where trust degree is measured as
number of established trustees).
Data preparation
Only trust relationship records with time of trust establishment are included in this
analysis. There are totally 246,385 records for 33,235 trusters and 27,352 trustees
whose rating records are the ones only included in this analysis. These rating records
are further filtered so that only product items with at least 10 ratings are kept in the
data set. Table 3 shows the groupings of trust and rating records across trust degree
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ranges. In Epinions dataset, we can find that most of users have less than 5 trustees. At
the same time, customers who have more trustees tend to have more ratings.
Table 4. Data of different trust degrees
Trust Data
Number of
trustees

Trusters

Trustees

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-50
51-100
>100

27555
2060
922
475
333
241
597
598
454

16935
5447
4054
3179
2950
2502
4943
5851
8586

Trust
relationship
records
44275
15511
11775
8456
7615
6735
23405
42370
86243

Figure 10. MAE of different trust degrees
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Figure 10 shows the MAE results for user of different trust degree ranges. Due to the
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data sparsity problem in the group whose number of trustees is between 1 and 5, we
cannot make enough meaningful predictions for that group. The results show that
trusters who build more than 30 trust relationships can get more accurate
recommendations from our algorithm, which is just as we expected. We believed that
more trust information can provide more information to better neighbourhood, which
contributes to good results. The work in (Guo, 2014) also observed similar
phenomenon. In the experiment, the author compares his method TrustSVD with other
trust-aware methods (such as RSTE and SocialMF) in different trust degrees with the
epinions dataset. The results demonstrate that more trust relationships contribute to
better accuracy performance of trust-aware recommender systems method.

On the other hand, we need to compare our method with other methods to get a better
understanding of the performance in different trust degrees. In order to study this
problem, we use average improvement as another indicator. The improvement rate is
the average improvement of MAE and RMSE compared with user-based collaborative
filtering. The equations and results are shown below.

According to the figures, the improvement rate gets its higher value when the number
of trustees is between 6 and 15, which means the algorithm performs much better than
user-based collaborative filtering method for trusters who have fewer trustees. A
possible explanation is that users who have many trust relationships are usually active,
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which means that they will also have many ratings or other information for making
recommendations. Other methods, such as user-based collaborative filtering, can
perform well in this condition. Thus, big improvement is unlikely to happen. On the
contrary, our method can get good results with less trust information, while others
perform not very well, then big improvement happens.

𝐼uvw =

𝐼{u|w =

(𝑀𝐴𝐸3 − 𝑀𝐴𝐸x ) ∗ 100%
𝑀𝐴𝐸3

(17)

(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸3 − 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸x ) ∗ 100%
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸3

(18)

Figure 11. Improvement of different trust degrees
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4.7. Experiment 4: Performances based on different product categories
In this experiment, we apply our new method to individual product categories and
compare its performance with the traditional user-based collaborative filtering
method.
Data preparation
In the experiment, we removed items that were bought less than thirty times, and
deleted users who had less than thirty ratings. After that, we obtained a dataset that
contain 6881 users and 5298 products. According to product categories on Epinions,
we respectively ran our methods in different product categories, which only use
ratings in the same product category.
Results
In this experiment, we use MAE, RMSE and Rating Coverage to measure the
performance. We obtain the best results and average results of the two methods from 0
to 0.9 with 0.1 increases each time in different categories. Here, best result is the best
performance of each method among the different user similarity threshold values, and
average result is the average performance of different user similarity threshold values
for each method.

From the Table 6, we find that the accuracy performance of the proposed algorithm
varies in different product categories. The algorithm gives good accuracy results in
categories including games, kids and family, movie and music, but it does not perform
well in personal finance and pets. In (Liu et al., 2015), the work shows similar patterns.
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They argue that people trust different subsets of friends in different domains, and
propose a new method involving domain specific trust network to improve the
recommendation performance. Similar to our experiment 4, their work applies the
algorithm in different product categories pre-determined by the Epinions website.
Results in (Liu et al., 2015) also show that the accuracy performance of the algorithm
varies in different product categories.

On the coverage rate, the algorithm of this thesis produces the best results in movie,
kids and family and online store and services. Statistical analysis of the ratings in
Table 7 shows that categories with higher mean value of ratings and a higher average
number of ratings per user tend to receive more accurate predication results using the
algorithm. In Table 6, we can see that higher mean value of ratings indicates that most
of ratings in the category are 4 or 5. The pattern of rating behaviour is similar so that
predictions of ratings in this category will be more accurate. At the same time, more
rating records implies that items are rated by customers many times. Under these
circumstances, we can obtain more information about ratings and good user neighbour
size.

When we compare our method with user-based methods (see Figure 12), we find that
though the improvement rate of coverage is low, our method performs better in most of
the categories. However, on the accuracy aspect, the results of our method in some
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categories are worse than that of user-based CF methods, such as media, music and
electronics. On the other hand, we can see that our method performs best in cars
category when compared with user-based methods (in both best and average
performance per neighbourhood-size cases). But in music and electronics categories,
the performance of our method is lower. Table 7 shows that big improvement happens
when there are high mean ratings, low standard deviation of ratings and more trust
relationships. It suggests that our method performs better at predicting ratings when
reviewers’ opinions are more similar. Deriving multi-faceted trust is the feature of our
method, so more trust relationships provides more information for the method.

The work in (J. Tang, Gao, & Liu, 2012) studied multi-faceted trust based on different
product categories, which argued that consumers assign different trust amount to the
same person in different domains. In their experiment on comparing rating similarity
between trust users and random users in different categories, their results show that the
effect of trust varies in different product categories. Experiment 4 here extends their
findings by showing that the multi-faceted trust also performs differently in different
product categories. One possible factor is the characteristics of product categories. For
example, in the cars and motorsports category, products are physically different and
the difference can be easily perceived by consumers, which is helpful to generate
different experts in different domains. Thus, the evident phenomenon of multi-faceted
trust contributes to better performance.
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Table 5. Performance of user-based CF in different categories
Performance of user-based in different categories
Best Performance*
Average Performance**
Categories
MAE RMSE Coverage MAE RMSE Coverage
Book
0.89
1.16
34.03
0.90
1.17
33.72
Cars &
Motorsports
1.01
1.25
12.63
1.05
1.29
11.69
Restaurant &
Gourmet
0.94
1.22
57.94
0.96
1.24
57.34
Computer
Hardware
0.89
1.18
19.53
0.90
1.19
19.26
Wellness &
Beauty
1.08
1.39
30.58
1.09
1.40
30.28
Electronics
0.92
1.28
7.87
0.93
1.29
8.04
Games
0.74
0.96
64.05
0.75
0.97
62.51
Home and
garden
1.07
1.34
26.69
1.08
1.36
26.05
Hotels and
travel
0.89
1.18
49.85
0.90
1.18
49.17
Kids and family 0.80
1.07
80.36
0.81
1.08
79.94
Newspapers
and Magazines
1.03
1.29
34.44
1.04
1.31
34.48
Media
0.97
1.24
34.44
0.98
1.26
34.39
Movie
0.87
1.11
92.55
0.88
1.13
90.92
Music
0.87
1.14
59.45
0.88
1.16
57.93
Online stores
and Service
1.08
1.36
70.49
1.09
1.37
69.97
Personal
Finance
1.15
1.51
24.16
1.16
1.52
23.97
Pets
1.15
1.44
13.50
1.18
1.47
13.34
*Best performance is the best one among results based on all different user similarity
threshold values in the experiment.
**Average performance the average value of all results based on all different user
similarity threshold values in the experiment.
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Table 6. Performance of our method in different categories
Performance of our method in different categories
Best Performance
Average Performance
Categories
Covera
Covera
MAE RMSE
ge
MAE
RMSE
ge
Book
0.89
1.16
34.78
0.89
1.16
34.70
Cars &
Motorsports
0.92
1.16
13.65
0.94
1.19
13.03
Restaurant &
Gourmet
0.94
1.22
58.78
0.94
1.22
58.61
Computer
Hardware
0.87
1.17
19.92
0.88
1.18
19.86
Wellness &
Beauty
1.08
1.39
30.51
1.08
1.39
30.35
Eletronics
0.95
1.29
8.10
0.96
1.30
8.29
Games
0.73
0.95
65.03
0.73
0.95
64.79
Home and
garden
1.04
1.31
26.77
1.05
1.32
26.27
Hotels and
travel
0.88
1.17
50.03
0.88
1.17
50.01
Kids and family 0.80
1.06
80.36
0.80
1.06
80.49
Newspapers
and Magazines
1.02
1.29
34.83
1.02
1.30
34.91
Media
0.98
1.26
34.88
0.99
1.26
34.81
Movie
0.86
1.10
92.77
0.86
1.10
92.68
Music
0.88
1.15
60.28
0.88
1.16
60.10
Online stores
and Service
1.08
1.36
70.73
1.08
1.36
70.75
Personal
Finance
1.14
1.49
24.51
1.15
1.50
24.62
Pets
1.11
1.41
13.50
1.12
1.43
13.50
*Best performance is the best one among results based on all different user similarity
threshold values in the experiment.
**Average performance is the average value of all results based on all different user
similarity threshold values in the experiment.
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Table 7. Statistics of ratings and trust relationships in different product categories
Ratings
A-num
A-num of trust
Category
Mean
SD
of rating
relationships
Cars
4.11
1.08
35.89
55.27
Electronics
3.94
1.19
31.82
46.99
Games
4.20
1.02
40.48
56.94
Home and Garden
3.99
1.26
40.70
80.86
Kids & Family
4.10
1.21
45.63
49.28
Media
3.71
1.33
50.31
51.66
Movie
3.73
1.24
73.27
66.17
Wellness & Beauty
3.94
1.29
45.68
78.14
Online stores and Service
3.44
1.45
44.30
37.97
Personal Finance
3.44
1.53
43.00
53.52
Pets
4.15
1.18
44.71
83.08
*A-num of rating: average number of ratings per reviewer (user) in category.
**A-num of trust relationships: average number of (outbound) trust relationships
per reviewer (user) in category.
Figure 12. Improvement by our method to user-based CF in different product
categories
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*B-MAE, B-RMSE and B-Coverage are the best performance on these three
aspects among results based on all different user similarity threshold values in the
experiment.
**A-MAE, A-RMSE and A-Coverage are the average of the results based on all
different user similarity threshold values on three aspects in the experiment.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Work
5.1. Summary and Discussion
Aimed at improving the performance of recommender systems, this thesis proposes a
novel collaborative filtering method based on the idea of multi-faceted trust. The
main idea is to allocate more trust to an individual on certain product
recommendations if we happen to be considering those or similar products at the
time of establishing trust to that individual. Specifically, the method involves
dividing a user’s rating history into segments based on item similarity between
adjacent ratings and aligning the user’s trustees to these segments according to the
time of trust establishment. Each trustee is assigned a trust weight based on the items
in the corresponding segment and the assigned weight contributes to the derivation of
predicted item ratings for the user.

The new method is compared with two baseline approaches, user-based CF method
and MergeTrust method on a real life dataset of Epinions. Experimental results
demonstrate that our method performs better on the accuracy aspect when compared
with the UAvg, user-based CF and MergeTrust methods (but not the IAvg method)
for neighbour filtering threshold less than or equal to zero. On the effect of
item-similarity segmentation threshold, we did not find any significant effect on
accuracy performance. Hence, our method does not seem to rely on the actual
number of historical ratings (as long as there is one or more) around the time of trust
establishment in determining a trustee’s influence on us in terms of the kind of
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similar products.

We also evaluated the effect of trust degree on accuracy performance. We find that
even though our method performs best for users of high trust degree, it improves
accuracy the most with low trust degree users when compared with conventional
methods.

Finally, when applied to ratings of different categories of product, good performance
occurs when there are high mean value and low standard deviation of ratings as well
as more trust relationships.

5.2. Theoretical Contribution
The proposed method differs from previous ones in a few major respects. First, in
previous research, the trust factor was incorporated into conventional recommender
systems partly in order to alleviate the data sparsity and cold start problems.
Trust-aware algorithms such as (O'Donovan & Smyth, 2005) are based on implicit
trust derived from user profiles or other information but are generally not as accurate
in measuring trust when compared with those using explicit trust information, as
done in the new approach in this thesis.

Secondly, for recommender systems that embrace social trust, the multi-facets of
trust are rarely considered. However, it is common that people have different trust
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values for an individual on different things. Tang et al (Tang et al., 2012) studied the
multi-facets of social trust based on product categories and product features.
However, their study involved very many products in relatively few categories;
whereas these categories are defined arbitrarily by shopping sites, not necessarily
based on customer preferences or shopping behaviour. In contrast, collaborating
filtering according to rating-based item similarity metrics represents a more
user-driven approach in identifying similar products when compared to the arbitrary
categorization approach. This expands the notion of multi-faceted trust in the sense
that, the former approach can be complementary to the latter one, i.e. product
categorization based on rating popularity.

5.3. Managerial Implication
The findings of our work have some meaningful implications for managers. First,
online shopping websites should pay more attention to trust relationships and time of
trust establishment. The traditional way of recommendation is mainly based on users’
ratings and profiles. Trust relationships among users should be also considered.

Secondly, based on our findings, the time of trust establishment is an attribute of
trust relationships that could contribute to more accurate recommendations. In many
online stores, trust establishment among customers amounts to one customer
explicitly “trusting” another, or one customer “tagging” or “liking” a product review
by another. The time of such event or action can be recorded as the time of trust
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establishment and incorporated into the collaborating filtering algorithm as
demonstrated in this thesis.

Another implication of the work is that rating based popularity should also be taken
into account when categorizing products. Nowadays, sellers or companies usually
use physical characteristics to categorize products. Although this method is easy to
implement and understand, it may not reflect the popularity relationships among
products as there are always too many products in a category. As employed in the
new method, rating based popularity can also be used to distinguish similar products
for the purpose of more relevant product recommendations.

5.4. Limitations and Further Work
In this final part, limitations of the collaborative filtering method proposed in this
thesis and some directions for future work are discussed.

First, the proposed method is based on online shopping website data and therefore
focuses only on the online behavior of users. However, offline behavior and the
environment are also important factors affecting trust relationships, which are not
taken into account in the research. For example, given two users A and B, who have
known and trusted each other for a long time, the timing of their mutual trust
establishment online does not necessarily reflect the nature of their trust relationships.
This in fact invalidates one of the major assumptions of this thesis, i.e., users tend to
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establish their mutual trust relationships during search and reading others’ reviews.

Secondly, companies or sellers may manipulate reviews to promote their products.
Since the Epinions dataset does not include any indication on such frauds, they are
not distinguished from other data noise in the experiments.

Nevertheless, as

trust-aware approaches are generally considered as useful for countering review
frauds, it would be desirable to see how the proposed method of this thesis performs
in the presence of such frauds.

Future experiments may be designed to inject such

frauds into the dataset in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method
in countering frauds.

Thirdly, all the experiments included in the thesis are based on one dataset, i.e.
Epinions. Since the time of trust establishment is essential for the proposed method,
the choice of datasets is somewhat limited as most available datasets do not contain
this particular or surrogate information. In fact, even the Epinions dataset has
incomplete trust establishment information: only just under half of the trust
relationship records actually contain the trust establishment time information. For
future work, we may consider deriving estimated trust establishment time based on
existing records to obtain a more complete dataset.
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Finally, trust propagation (Jamali & Ester, 2009) is a popular way to explore and
infer trust relationships on trust networks that will help towards improving
recommendation performance, especially in the presence of data sparsity and cold
start problems. Trust prediction, which infers unknown trust relationships between
strangers, is also a useful method to expand trust networks (Cai, Tang, & Wen, 2014).
It would be useful to see how the proposed method works with extended trust
networks in providing improved recommendations.
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Appendix
Equation (1):
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𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝑅3,4 − 𝑅3 𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3

𝑅3,4 − 𝑅3

7

8
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𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3
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Equation (2):

U is a set of users that
used in the predictions,
and 𝑅%,} and R %
respectively represent
the rating of user u on
item i and the average
rating of user u.
𝐼 ′ is a set of items that

<′

𝑇=

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝐼′

Equation (3):
< (𝑅A,4

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎, 𝑏 =

< (𝑅A,4

− 𝑅A )(𝑅B,4 − 𝑅B )

− 𝑅A )8

< (𝑅B,4
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Equation (4):
𝑊A,B
2 ∗ (1 + 𝑇) ∗ (1 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎, 𝑏 )
,
T exists
=
2 + 𝑇 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏)
1 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑎, 𝑏),
otherwise
Equation (5):
U = u Usersim(U,%) > θ, ∀ u ϵ U: u[ exsits

Equation (6):
𝑅A,6 = 𝑅A +

7

𝑅3,6 − 𝑅3 ∗ 𝑊A,3
7

𝑊A,3
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belong to the same
segment, and j
represents target item.
T is trust value.
I is a set of items that
both rated by users a
and
b,
and
𝑅U,} and R U respectively
represent the rating of
user a on item i and the
average rating of user
a.
𝑊A,B represents the
weight of user b for
user a, which
combines trust levels
(T) and user similarity
together when trust
relationships exist.
Θ is the set threshold
that filters out some
users
with
small
similarity weight.
U is a set of neighbour
users. 𝑅A is average
rating of user a. j is the
target item.

𝐼 is a set of items that
the target user rated.

Equation (7):
< 𝑟3,4

𝑅3,6 =

𝐼

𝑈 is a set of users who
have the rating of the
target item.

Equation (8):
7 𝑟3,6

𝑅3,6 =

𝑈

Equation (9):
4∈<h,i (𝑅3,4

𝑠3,f =

4∈<h,i (𝑅3,4

− 𝑅3 )(𝑅f,4 − 𝑅f )

− 𝑅3 )8

4∈<h,i (𝑅f,4

− 𝑅f )8

Equation (10):
𝑅3,6 = 𝑅3 +

7

𝑅f,6 − 𝑅f ∗ 𝑠3,f
7

𝑠3,f

Equation (11):
𝑟3,4 =

f∈lmh 𝑡3,f 𝑟f,4
f∈lmh 𝑡3,f

Equation (12):
𝑁𝑁3 = 𝑣 𝑠3,f > 𝜃, ∀ 𝑣 𝜖 𝑈: 𝑟f,6 𝑒𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑠

Equation (13):
𝑟3,6 =

7∈mmh 𝑠3,f 𝑟f,6

+
7∈mmh 𝑠3,f +

f∈lmh 𝑡3,f 𝑟f,6
f∈lmh 𝑡3,f

Equation (14):
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

4∈<

𝑟3,4 − 𝑟3,4
𝐼

Equation (15):
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

4∈<

𝑟3,4 − 𝑟3,4
𝐼

8
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𝐼3,f is a set of items
that the user 𝑢 and user
𝑣 both rated

𝑠3,f is the similarity
weight between he user
𝑢 and user 𝑣 that is
obtained from equation
9.
𝑡3,f is the trust weight
between he user 𝑢 and
user 𝑣. 𝑇𝑁3 is a set of
trusted users.
𝑁𝑁3 is a set of similar
users of the target user.
All users here 𝑢 have
the ratings of the target
item.
𝑇𝑁3 is a set of trusted
user and 𝑡3,f is the
trust weight. 𝑁𝑁3 is a
set of similar users and
𝑠3,f is the similarity
weight.
r3,4
represents
predicted rating of user
u for item i, and 𝑟3,4
represents the actual
rating of user u for item
i. I is a set of predicted
items.

Equation (16):
𝑅𝐶 =

M represents the
number of ratings that
can be predicted, and N
represents the number
of all test ratings.

𝑀
𝑁

Equation (17):
𝐼uvw =

(𝑀𝐴𝐸3 − 𝑀𝐴𝐸x ) ∗ 100%
𝑀𝐴𝐸3

Equation (18):
𝐼{u|w =

(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸3 − 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸x ) ∗ 100%
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸3
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𝑀𝐴𝐸3 is MAE result of
user-based collaborative
filtering. 𝑀𝐴𝐸x is
MAE result of the new
method.
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸3 is RMSE result
of
user-based
collaborative filtering.
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸x is RMSE result
of the new method.
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